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Abstract 
Generation of huge volume of data from various projects and business houses throws new challenges to data mining 
research community. Analysis of such data is utmost important but development of new mechanisms to handling the 
data lag behind with this massive growth, resulting a tremendous volume of data retained without being studied. In 
many applications, often it is difficult to know exactly which features are relevant for a particular task. The irrelevant 
or redundant attributes should be removed which efficiently reduces dimensionality of the system and thereby 
complexity of the systems. Rough set theory (RST), a new mathematical tool is applied for generating reduced 
attribute set called reducts, which is not unique. In the paper, two different attribute reduction techniques generating 
variable length reducts and minimum length reducts have been discussed and compared considering bench mark 
datasets. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of C3IT 
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1. Introduction 
    In many applications, often it is difficult to know exactly which features are relevant for a particular 
task. The irrelevant attributes are redundant and therefore, removed reducing dimensionality of the dataset 
that improves accuracy and decreases complexity of the systems. The aim of dimension reduction is to 
find a minimum set of attributes called reduct that preserves all the essential information of the system. 
This minimum set of attributes (reduct) is used instead of the entire attribute set for data mining. 
However, reducts are not unique and finding all reducts is NP hard [1] problem. In many real 
applications, only a few conditional attributes called approximate reducts are generated resulting a 
weaken data analyzer model. 
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Feature subset selection [2, 3] effectively reduces dimensionality of data, a fundamental and most 
explored area of research in machine learning and data mining domains.  The common dimension 
reduction methods are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [4], Correlation-based Feature Selection 
(CFS) [5] and Consistency Subset Evaluator (CSE) [6]. The goal of PCA is to find a new set of 
dimensions (attributes) that better captures variability of the data. The reduced data can also be 
transformed back to the original space. On numeric datasets it is common to apply PCA algorithm before 
data mining as a form of attribute generation. CFS method assesses the predictive ability of each attribute 
individually and the degree of redundancy among them. The method iteratively adds attributes that have 
the higher correlation with the class, provided the set does not already contain an attribute whose 
correlation with the attribute in question is even higher. On the other hand, CSE method evaluates 
attribute sets by the degree of consistency in class values when the training instances are projected onto 
the set. CSE seeks the smallest subset whose consistency is the same as that of the full attribute set.  
Rough set theory (RST) [7, 8], based on mathematical concept recently becomes very popular in 
dimensionality reduction [9] and feature selection [2, 3] of large datasets. However, determining minimal 
set of attributes called reduct is NP-hard problem [1]. Exhaustive search for finding reduct is infeasible, 
and therefore, heuristic methods such as discernibility matrix based algorithm [10], dependency based 
algorithm [11], mutual information based algorithm [12], genetic based algorithm [13] and dynamic 
reduction algorithm [14] are applied based on distinct measures of significance of attributes.  
In reality, there are multiple reducts in a given information system used for data prediction, amongst 
which the best performer is chosen as the final solution to the problem. But this is not always true and 
according to the Occam’s razor and minimal description length principle [15-17], the minimal reduct is 
preferred. However, Roman [18] has found that the minimal reduct is good for ideal situations where a 
given dataset fully represents a domain of interest. But for real life situations and limited size datasets, 
other than the minimal reducts might be better for prediction. Selecting a single reduct with good 
performance is time expensive, as there might be many reducts of a given dataset. In the paper, attribute 
reduction techniques based on the concept of RST has been presented to select the important features 
(reducts) required for prediction of data. Here, two different methods have been described to computing 
variable length reducts and minimal length reducts for a given decision system. The proposed methods 
are applied on UCI machine learning repository [19] to obtain a comparative analysis of classification 
accuracy.  
The remaining part of the chapter is organized as follows: Variable length reduct generation process has 
been described in section 2. Section 3 describes minimum length reduct generation method. Experimental 
results and conclusions are made on section 4 and section 5 respectively. 
2. Variable Length Reduct Generation 
In this method, the relational algebra operations projection (3) and division (y) are invoked to 
generate the indispensable attributes required for data prediction. Firstly, for each conditional attribute, a 
non-negative score has been computed representing the information gains of each attribute. Information 
gain of an attribute is inversely proportional to the score associated with it and the attributes are 
partitioned into different groups according to their score. To impart equal importance to all the attributes 
of a particular group, the group is modified by replacing all the attributes in the group by the elements of 
the power set of that group. Since, the group with minimum score contains the attributes with maximum 
information gain, the attributes belong to the minimum score group avail extra importance for 
determining the reducts. All the elements of the group are searched for reducts and stored into the set 
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RED. Remaining elements (non reducts) of the group are combined with the elements of the group having 
next lower score and searched for reduct. This process is repeated for all the groups and finally RED 
contains all possible reducts. For further filtering redundant attributes (if any) are removed from RED. 
The detail procedure [20] of variable length reduct generation is discussed below. 
 
2.1 Partitioning of Attributes 
 
Let the decision system DS = (U, A, C, D), where A = C  D contains n number of conditional 
attributes, i.e., C = {C1, C2, …, Cn}. The relational algebra operation, division (y) is a binary operation 
applied on two relations R1 (P) and R2 (Q) and produce another relation R (P – Q) where Q  P where P
and Q are set of attributes of R1 and R2 respectively. So, R (i.e., R1 y R2) contains set of all tuples t such 
that for any tuple t1 and t2 of R1 and R2 respectively, following conditions are hold.  
x t [P – Q] = t1 [P – Q] 
x t1 [P – Q] = t2 [Q] 
This division (y) operation is used to compute the score of each conditional attribute Ci by score function 
S (Ci) defined in equation (1). 
            ܵሺܥ௜ሻ ൌ ȁ3஼೔׫஽ሺܦܵሻ ൊ3஽ሺܦܵሻȁ                                        (1) 
where i = 1, 2, …, n. 
Minimum score of Ci implies that there is maximum number of objects having attribute-values similar to 
Ci, which can uniquely take the decisions. Thus, the attribute with minimum score is of maximum 
importance and so lower score implies higher possibility of becoming a member of reduct. To compute 
the reducts, the attributes based on their score are partitioned in ascending order forming g number of 
groups (G1, G2, …, Gg) by executing the following algorithm. Obviously, the elements of G1 are most 
important attributes and it is assumed that the core attributes are contained in G1. 
Algorithm: Partition_into_Groups 
Input: The decision system DS = (U, A, C, D) 
Output: Partition of attributes in C 
Begin 
   d  m 3 D  (DS) 
   for  i =1  to  n  do    
          Compute score S(Ci) for  Ci   C, using equation (1) 
   for  i =1  to  n  do       
          Arrange Ci in ascending order on the basis of their score S(Ci) 
   Rename the attributes as C = { CD1, CD2, …., CDn )  
    /* Partition attributes of C into g-groups */ 
   g = 1, j = 1 
   for i = 1 to n - 1 do  
     { 
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          Gg [j + +] = CDi 
          if( score(CDi) z score(CD(i+1)) ) 
          { 
               Num[g] = j – 1 
                /* ‘Num’ array contains number of elements in each group*/ 
               g = g +1 
               j = 1 
          } 
      } 
    Gg [j ] = CDn 
    Num[g] = j 
   /*Compute all combination of elements of each group*/ 
   for i = 1 to g do 
     { 
          Gi m P(Gi)     /* P for power set */ 
          Num[i] = 2|Num[i]| - 1 
     } 
End.             
2.2.  Reduct Formation 
Reduct is the minimal set of attributes denoted by R0 (R0  C) that preserve the partitioning of the 
universe of discourse U. In other words, reduct has the same classification power as the entire set of 
conditional attributes (C) described by Constraint 1. The elements of G1 satisfying Constraint 1 are 
removed from G1 and inserted in RED, set contains all possible reducts. To compute other reducts, 
Cartesian product (u) operation is applied iteratively between Gi-1 and Gi and the resultant elements are 
stored in Gi; where i = 2, 3, …, g. For generation of all possible reducts the above procedure is repeated 
on elements of Gi and finally a complete reduct set RED has been obtained. The multiple reducts 
generation algorithm “Multiple_Reduct_Generation”(MRG) invokes a sub-algorithm 
“VAR_LEN_RED_GEN” (VLRG) that generates variable length reducts iteratively.    
Constraint 1: |3 R, D (DS)| = |3 R (DS)|                                 
Algorithm: Multiple_reduct_generation (MRG)  
  Begin   /* Algorithm is known as MRG-algorithm */ 
       no_of_reduct = 0. 
       /* Generate reducts, satisfying constraint 1 from group G1 and stored in RED */ 
       no_of_reduct = VAR_LEN_RED_GEN(G1 , RED, &Num[i], no_of_reduct) 
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       /* Generate reducts from other groups */ 
       for i = 1 to g – 1 do 
       { 
          Gi+1 m Gi u Gi+1 
          Num[i+1] = Num[i] * Num[i+1] 
          no_of_reduct = VAR_LEN_RED_GEN(Gi+1 , RED, &Num[i+1], no_of_reduct) 
       } 
    End. 
/* Variable length reduct generation algorithm*/ 
VAR_LEN_ RED_GEN (GRP, RED, no_in_GRP, no_of_reduct) 
Begin    /* Algorithm known as VLRG- algorithm */ 
/* This algorithm selects reducts from GRP and stored in RED. Items of group Gi are copied into GRP 
and call the sub-algorithm to generate reducts. Thus the algorithm is invoked g-times */ 
for i = 1 to no_in_GRP do 
{ 
    Let GRP[i] = {CD1, CD2, …, CDr} 
     super = false 
     for j = 1 to no_of_reduct do  
    { 
         if( GRP[i]  RED[j] ) 
        { 
             super = true 
             break 
         } 
    } 
    if(!super) 
   { 
       if (GRP[i] satisfies constraint (7.1)) then  
       RED[+ + no_of_reduct] m GRP[i] 
   } 
   Let t = Number of super set of GRP[i] in GRP 
   Delete GRP[i] and its super set from GRP 
   No_in_GRP = no_in_GRP – t 
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2.3.  Minimization of Reduct 
All possible reducts are thus formed and stored in RED. Here, reducts are selected from the elements of 
either G1 or G1 u G2 or G1 u G2 u G3 and so on. The group with lower score items has higher importance 
for computing reduct. But in reality, the situation may sometimes differ. For example, an element of G1 u 
G3 may be a reduct, but not generated using MRG algorithm while its super set is selected as reduct which 
is an element of G1 u G2 u G3. So the attribute(s) of G2 that may appear in RED is the redundant attribute 
and therefore removed to obtain a minimal set of reduct. Let a, b and c are attributes in G1, G2 and G3 
respectively and {a, c} is a reduct in its minimal form. However, according to the MRG algorithm {a, b, 
c} becomes a reduct and stored in RED. Therefore, attribute b is the redundant attribute in the reduct {a, 
b, c} in reduct set RED. Thus, Redundancy has been checked for all reducts in RED following Definition 
1 and redundant attributes are eliminated using “Attribute_Reduction” algorithm.   
Definition 1: Let B is a reduct and x is an atomic attribute in B. Attribute x is said to be a redundant 
attribute in B if Constraint 2 is satisfied. 
Constraint 2: |3 B, D (DS)| = |3 B – {X}, D (DS)|         
Algorithm: Attribute_Reduction (RED, no_of_reduct) 
Begin 
    /* RED contains all reducts with redundant attributes*/ 
  for i = 1 to no_of_reduct do 
  { 
 n = |RED[i]|  /* n is the number of attributes in i-th reduct */  
      k = 1 
      for j = 1 to n do 
     { 
         a m RED[i][j] 
         if (a is not redundant by definition 1) 
              MRED[k+ +] = a 
    }  
    /* MRED contains a reduct without redundant attributes which again copied to RED */ 
    RED[i] = MRED 
} 
 /* At the end, RED contains all reducts with minimal attributes*/ 
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End.  
 
2.4. Analysis of VLRG algorithm 
The method is discussed with a sample dataset described in Table 1. Last column represents the decision 
attribute while remaining columns represent conditional attributes of the decision system. For simplicity, 
rename the conditional attributes as follows: d, e, f and r for ‘Diploma’, ‘Experience’, ‘French’, and 
‘Reference’ respectively. Using equation (1), score of each attribute of the dataset is obtained, where 
score (d) = 2, score (e) = 1, score (f) = 2 and score (r) = 3. So three different groups G1 = {e}, G2 = {d, f} 
and G3 = {r} are formed and after taking power set the modified groups are: G1 = {e}, G2 = {d, f, {d, f}} 
and G3 ={r}. MRG algorithm computes two reducts and stored in RED where RED = {{e, d}, {e, f, r}}. 
Applying “Attribute reduction” algorithm, f is determined as redundant attribute and therefore, removed 
from RED. Thus, final reducts are RED = {{e, d}, {e, r}}. 
                                                   Table 1. Sample dataset of a decision system 
Diploma Experience French Reference Decision 
MBA Medium Yes Excellent Accept 
MBA Low Yes Neutral Reject 
MCE Low Yes Good Reject 
MSc High Yes Neutral Accept 
MSc Medium Yes Neutral Reject 
MSc High Yes Excellent Accept 
MBA High No Good Accept 
MCE Low No Excellent Reject 
3. Minimum Length Reduct 
Though the method of computing variable length reduct is very effective, but there are many applications 
following minimal description length principle [15-17] where the minimum length reduct is preferred. 
The solutions of such applications are generated effectively and efficiently using the minimum length 
reduct generation method. The method is almost similar to the previous method in the sense that the 
partitioning of attributes into different groups are exactly same. Then all the elements of the first group 
are searched for reducts and stored into the set RED. Remaining elements (non reducts) of the group are 
combined with the elements of the group having next lower score and form a new set say COMB whose 
each element is checked for reduct. As a next step, to identify the minimal length reducts in COMB, 
length of each element of COMB is computed and compared with that of reducts in RED in following 
ways:  
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x If the computed length is greater than that of reducts in RED then it is omitted.  
x If it is less than that of reducts in RED then previous reducts are removed from RED and new 
element is the only reduct in RED.  
x If both the lengths are same, then it is inserted in RED provided it is not already there. 
 
This process is repeated for all the groups and finally RED contains reducts of minimum length. Thus, 
to generate all possible minimum length reducts, a sub-algorithm “MIN_LEN_RED_GEN” known as 
MLRG is called from “Multiple_Reduct_Generation” or MRG algorithm instead of “VAR_LEN_ 
RED_GEN” or VLRG algorithm. Then as a pruning step, similar to the previous method, the individual 
attributes of reducts are checked for redundancy using “Attribute_Reduction” algorithm. After removing 
the redundant attributes from each of the reducts, a set of reducts with minimum length is obtained.   
 
Algorithm: MIN_LEN_RED_GEN (G, RED, no_in_G, no_of_reduct) 
 /* The algorithm is known as MLRG algorithm, used to generate minimum length reducts */ 
Begin 
for i = 1 to no_in_G  do  
{ 
    if (G[i] satisfies Constraint (7.1) then 
   {  
        /* for first element to be added to RED*/ 
        if RED = {Ø} then 
       {    /* until reduct is generated*/  
           RED [1] ĸ G[i] 
           no_of_reduct = 1 
           LEN (RED) = LEN (G[i]) 
           /* LEN (RED) implies the length of an element of RED and  
            LEN (G [i]) implies length or number of attributes in G [i] */   
            G = G - {G [i]} 
            no_in_G - - 
       } 
       else 
      {    /*newly generated reduct is of greater length than existing reducts 
           and so ignored*/ 
          if (LEN (G [i]) > LEN (RED) ) 
         exit ( ) 
         if (LEN (G [i]) = = LEN (RED)) 
        {    /*newly generated reduct is of equal length with existing reducts 
                 and so added in reduct set RED*/ 
               RED [+ + no_of_reduct] m G [i] 
              G = G - {G [i]} 
              no_in_G - - 
        } 
        if (LEN(G [i]) < LEN (RED)) 
        {     /*newly generated reduct is of smaller length than existing reducts 
               and so removed existing reducts and added new reduct in set RED*/ 
             RED = {Ø} 
            no_of_reduct = 0 
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           LEN (RED) = LEN (G [i]) 
           RED [+ + no_of_reduct] m G [i] 
           G = G - {G [i]} 
          no_in_G - - 
      } 
   } 
} 
 return (no_of_reduct) 
End. 
3.1.  Analysis of MLRG algorithm 
Consider a sample dataset in the form of employee decision table as shown in Table 2. Last column 
represents the class attribute while rest of the columns represents conditional attributes of the sample 
decision system. For simplicity, rename the conditional attributes as follows: D, A, M and C for 
‘Department’, ‘Age’, ‘Salary’, and ‘Count’ respectively. Using equation (1), score of each attribute is 
obtained from the dataset, where score (D) = 2, score (A) = 1, score (M) = 3 and score (C) = 2. So three 
different groups in ascending order of their score values are formed: G1 = {A}, G2 = {D, C} and G3 = {M} 
and after taking all combinations new groups are: G1 = {A}, G2 = {D, C, {D, C}} and G3 = {M}. Now 
using MLRG-algorithm, two reducts RED = {{A, D}, {A, C}} are obtained.   
                                                                    Table 2. A sample Employee dataset 
Department Age(yrs.) Salary(Rs.) Count Status 
Sales 26 26K 40 Junior 
Sales 31 31K 40 Junior 
Systems 35 66K 5 Senior 
Systems 26 46K 3 Junior 
Marketing 31 41K 4 Junior 
Secretary 50 40K 4 Senior 
     
4. Experimental Result 
The methods VLRG and MLRG compute reducts of variable length and minimum length respectively. 
Reducts obtained by the methods are applied in “Weka” tool for classification and accuracies of the 
classifiers are measured using 10-fold cross validation technique. The average accuracy of the classifier is 
computed for both the methods using UCI dataset, as shown in Table 3. The VLRG method computes all 
possible reducts for a dataset, whereas the MLRG method computes only the minimum length reducts. It 
is also observed that the performance of the overall system increases by the MLRG method compare to 
the VLRG method, which shows the effectiveness of the method. 
                                                                Table 3. Accuracy of C4.5 classifier 
Datasets #instances #attributes Accuracy (%) using 
VLRG                     MLRG 
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Iris 150 5 89.01 96.60 
Wine 178 14 88.12 96.78 
Zoo 101 17 79.04 93.17 
Hepatitis 155 20 73.84 85.55 
Wisconsin 699 10 88.31 94.84 
Average 83.66 93.38 
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5. Conclusion 
The variable length reduct generation method is described in [20], used to construct classifiers for each 
reduct. Then the classifiers are combined by removing extraneous rules from the rule sets. Instead of 
using variable length reducts, minimum length reducts can be used for the same purpose without losing 
the efficiency of the system. So, as future work, the ensemble of classifier is to be constructed using the 
minimum length reducts as well as a single classifier will be constructed from the single reduct generated 
from multiple reduct and compared with the ensemble classifier obtained from classifiers associated with 
multiple reducts.    
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